9100

THE
COFFEE
YOU
WANT
WHENEVER YOU NEED IT – WHEREVER YOU ARE

9100
USER-FRIENDLY TOUCH SCREEN

There are many delicious drink choices available simply
by touching the 10” HD screen.

COFFEE EXACTLY TO YOUR TASTE
Espresso, cappuccino, caffe latte or a creamy
hot chocolate - made just the way you like,
simply by the touch of your finger.

ELEGANT DESIGN

LED lights frame the Scandinavian elegance
of the a
 luminum facia and help ensure that
the machine is both user-friendly and energy efficient.

Separate delivery points: Coffee,
chocolate, and mixed drinks on the
left, and hot water on the right.

The 10’’ touch screen - offers
a visual guide, making choices
easier. The design and layout
of the screen can also be
fully customized to suit any
environment.

The user-friendly interface lets
you prepare a drink just the way
you like it, allowing you to make
changes to the strength and
amount of ingredients for a fully
personalised drink experience.

A light path in the cup area helps
ensure that the cup is placed in the
correct position and cup sensors
are also present to ensure the
machine only vends when it knows
a cup is there.

The spacious delivery area with
adjustable cup holders allows you
to fill coffee pots or thermo jugs.

LED lights frame the cup area
which enhance the overall look
and feel of the machine.

ADDED FEATURES FOR YOUR
CONVENIENCE

The 9100 is a machine for the future and has
been designed with a number of features
like RSS feed which are available when the
machine is connected to the internet.

PAYMENT SYSTEMS

ACCESSORIES
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Base cabinet
Black table top
Coin payment kit
IRDA kit
Powder sensors for
bean coffee and instant
canisters

Payment system or freevend, that is your
choice. The machine supports coin or cashless
systems at the same time.

EASY MAINTENANCE

The smart design of the machine, the colourcoding of internal parts, and the intuitive
interface reduces maintenance time, 
optimizes operational costs and improves
customer satisfaction.

The elegant base stand enhances
the design of the machine.
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Designed to last
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Designed
to last
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